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Your Success is Built on Trust™

DigiCert Managed PKI Now Available
Enterprise-Level SSL Certificate Accounts
Managed PKI (Public Key
Infrastructure) is a service that allows
organizations with a large number
of SSL certificates to take control of
certificate management -- including
issuing new certificates and reissuing,
replacing, and revoking existing SSL
certificates -- on demand.
DigiCert’s managed PKI service also
provides administrators with advanced
administrative and account auditing
features that are not available in the
standard customer account area.
Managed Public Key Infrastructure
customers enjoy all the benefits of
being a DigiCert customer -- top-notch
support, flexible features, and low
prices -- while being in control of their
own SSL certificate needs.
Our development team has been
working in conjunction with some of our
PKI trial customers (thanks for all the
help and feedback!) for several months

to fine tune the account features, and
we are happy to announce the full
release of Managed PKI.
Online PKI Management Account
Explanations
Who Needs a Managed PKI Account
& Who Doesn’t?
In-Depth PKI Feature Overview
Intro to PKI & DigiCert - Account
Overview and Tutorial
How Much Does it Cost?
If you have any questions about our
new Managed PKI system that are
not covered here, please contact us at
801.877.2100 for assistance.

Become a Fan on Facebook!
DigiCert is on Facebook! Help us start an online community based around the DigiCert
values of unbeatable security and great customer support. Joining the DigiCert fan
page is a good way to stay in touch with DigiCert employees and network with others
familiar with SSL Certificates and network security.
You can become a fan by clicking on the image
to the right or searching for DigiCert’s page once
logged into your Facebook Account.

Who Should Consider M-PKI?

Is DigiCert’s Managed PKI Right For You?

Your organization and technical structure will help you determine if managed PKI is
right for you.
If you manage a large number of certificates per domain, multiple domains per
company, or if your users or their certificate requests require administrative oversight,
managed PKI is probably right for you.
However, some customers requiring a large volume of SSL certificates might not
necessarily want to consider Managed PKI. For example, a hosting provider who
has many clients each with one domain and one certificate will probably not receive
the same benefits as a large university with only a few domains but many certificates
per domain, or a large company overseeing certificate management throughout the
organization.
Examples of ideal Enterprise PKI customers are universities, government entities,
and large corporations.

M-PKI Benefits

By: Travis Tidball, Vice
President of Sales & Marketing

If your organization
manages a large
number of certificates,
DigiCert’s M-PKI
platform will
revolutionize the way
you manage them.
Here is an at-a-glance
review of DigiCert
MPKI benefits:
- Approve, Reissue,
and Revoke
certificates on-the-fly

Find out if Enterprise Managed PKI is right for you at http://www.digicert.com/pkisolutions.htm.

- Sub-accounts
allow you to
distribute workload
while controlling
permissions

How Much Does M-PKI Cost?

- Immediate access
to advanced reporting
features.

Since Managed PKI is a service - a different method of account management - there
are no costs directly related to setting up an MPKI account.

- Account credit never
expires. No need to
worry about using up
certificate units in an
arbitrary timeframe!

Are Volume Discounts Available?

While there are no automatic discounts for using MPKI, the types of organizations
best suited for MPKI are more likely to be eligible for our standard bulk discounts.
Just give us a call and we’ll work with you to make sure you get the best pricing
possible.
The main benefits you will notice from using MPKI are time savings (reduced
certificate issuance time) and advanced user and certificate management functions.
Learn more about the costs of Managed PKI at http://www.digicert.com/ssl-mpkimanagement.htm.

- Volume discounts
for certificates on the
same domain.
- Flexibility. DigiCert
will never lock you in
to a lengthly contract.
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